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1. GENERAL PROVISIONS 

The service conditions of the courier service of Eesti Post AS Courier Mail Order (hereinafter: Service Conditions) establish the 
procedures for the provision of the courier service of Courier Mail Order of Eesti Post AS (hereinafter: Post) on the territory of the 
Republic of Estonia. 

The pick-up of courier items from the Senders and delivery to the Addressees will be made in accordance with the standard terms 
and conditions for the courier service of the Post unless the Service Conditions provide otherwise. 

2. DEFINITIONS 

Address card is a document attached to the shipment that includes the necessary information for sending and the information 
characterizing the shipment. 

Estimated weight is the weight used as the basis for calculating the cost of delivery; if the actual weight and volumetric weight 
of the postal item are different, the estimated weight is considered to be equal to the larger weight. 

E-service is a self-service online environment for submitting parcel forwarding orders, preparing address cards, and paying for 
services. 

Shipment is a package or number of packages properly addressed and packaged that is (are) to be delivered simultaneously 
from one Sender to one Addressee, the itinerary and issuance of which can be tracked. The shipment can be a courier package 
as well as a cumbersome parcel. 

Courier package is a courier shipment, which actual weight is up to 30 kilograms, the longest side does not exceed 2.5 meters 
and the sum of the length and circumference (measured in a direction other than that of the length) does not exceed 3 meters. 

Volumetric weight is the weight calculated by multiplying the length, height, and width of the postal item with the volumetric 
weight unit (1 m3 = 250 kg). 

Multi-parcel shipment is a set of simultaneously dispatched, properly addressed and packaged shipments from the Sender to 
the Receiver, with traceable movement and issuing. 

Actual weight is the weight in kilograms calculated by weighing the postal item. 

Cumbersome shipment is a courier shipment that exceeds the courier package’s weight and/or dimensions. 

Addressee is the person to whose postal address the courier item is to be delivered at the Sender’s request. 

Sender is the person that is responsible for the content of the shipment and at whose request and in whose name the shipment 
is given to the Post for delivery to the Addressee. 

3. SERVICE CONDITIONS FOR THE COURIER SERVICE OF COURIER MAIL ORDER 

3.1 Preconditions for using the courier service of Courier Mail Order 

 Framework contract of the Post. 

 Contract on Courier Service of the Post and the annex to the contract. 

 Payment intermediation contract of the Post. 

 Post’s courier service is represented on the website of the contractual partner that forwards the items through Courier 
Mail Order. 

3.2 Parameters of the shipment 

 Minimum dimensions: width 9 centimetres, length 14 centimetres. 

 Maximum dimensions of courier package: longest side 2.5 metres, sum of the length and circumference 3.0 metres. 

 Maximum dimensions of cumbersome shipment: width 1.7 metres, length 3.0 metres, and height 1.8 metres. 

 Maximum real weight 600 kg. 

 Volumetric weight coefficient: 1 m³ = 250 kg. Volumetric weight is calculated if the real weight of the item exceeds 30 
kg or the longest side exceeds 2.5 m or the sum of the circumference of the bottom and the height exceeds 3.0 m. The 
price of the item is determined based on the greater between the real weight and the volumetric weight (estimated 
weight). 

 Shipments with the net weight of up to 30 kg and the dimensions of which do not exceed those of courier parcels will 
be delivered to the address of the location or residence of the Receiver. With the basic service, the shipment exceeding 
the maximum dimensions and/or net weight of courier parcels will be sent from one loading address to another. 

 Items weighing more than 30 kg must be placed on pallets. If the shipment is not placed on pallets, the customer is 
responsible for loading the shipment. When measuring, weighing and pricing a shipment, the pallet is considered as 

part of the shipment. 
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 When sending consignments from one Sender to one Addressee simultaneously, the logistics of multi-package 
consignments or the adding-up of weights of package units and price calculation based on a total weight are used. The 
quantity of package units in one consignment is 2–20 pcs. 

 With the basic service, multi-parcel shipments, the net weight of each shipment unit of which is up to 30 kg and the 
dimensions of which correspond to those of courier parcels and the total weight of the shipment units of which are up 
to 100 kg, will be delivered to the address of the location or residence of the Receiver. 

3.3 Additional services 

In regard to the service of Courier Mail Order, the following additional services may be used for additional price: 

 Insuring is an additional service during which a settlement is paid to the Sender for damages or loss of the shipment 
to an amount of loss incurred, but not more than value of the content that was disclosed by the Sender; 

 Redirection of shipment is an additional service that can be ordered by both the Sender and the Addressee before 
the shipment is delivered, for sending the shipment to an address that is different from the original address submitted 
on the address card. The Post has the right to charge payment for the redirection, up to the full value of sending a new 

shipment, excluding the insurance payment; 

 Fragile is an additional service that ensures careful handling of a fragile shipment upon transport and processing, in 
case the shipment is packaged and labelled with the “Fragile” label as required.  

 Cash on delivery is an additional service where the Sender authorizes the Post to demand a fixed cash on delivery 
form the Addressee during the delivery of the courier item and forward it to an account designated by the Sender with 

a bank transaction. To use the additional service it is necessary to sign a payment mediation agreement. 

 Fee paid by addressee is an additional service, in which case the Addressee pays the fee for forwarding a shipment. 
In case the Addressee refuses to pay the fee, the parcel is not issued and the Sender is obliged to cover the expense 

for forwarding, returning and storing the shipment. The service is available to a Sender, who is a customer of Post. 

 Document return is an additional service where a document signed by the Addressee is sent to the Sender. If the 
Addressee refuses to sign the document then the shipment will not be issued to the Addressee and the shipment will 
be returned to the Sender; the service is only rendered to a business customer of Post upon concluding the respective 
annex to the agreement. 

 Issuing to a specific person is an additional service where the courier shipment will be sent to the Addressee marked 
on the address card personally and the Addressee’s identification document’s number will be marked on the issuing 
document or into a PDA. 

 Same Day service is an additional service, in which a shipment is delivered to the Addressee on the day of handing 
over the shipment in areas specified in the agreement concluded between Post and a business customer.  

 The additional service is available only when formalised in E-service. 

 Paid parcel – Text message / e-mail is an additional service, in which a business customer can formalise a shipment 
in the E-service and send the parcel code to a private customer by text message or e-mail.  

The additional service enables a private customer to send shipments at the expense of the business customer upon an 

agreement between the parties. 

The additional service is available only when formalised in E-service. 

 Issuing to persons at the age of 18+ is an additional service, in which the full age of the Addressee is checked, 
and the shipment is issued only to an adult between 10 am and 10 pm. 

The additional service is available only when formalised in E-service. 

 Indoors delivery (or pick-up) is an additional service for a fixed fee of delivering multi-parcel shipment containing 
courier packages from a loading address to the address of location or residence of the Receiver (in case of indoors pick-
up service, from the Sender’s address of location or residence to the loading address). 

o Multi-parcel shipment with a total weight of 100 kg, the units of which do not exceed the weight or dimensions of 
a courier package, shall be delivered from the address of location or residence of the Sender to the Receiver without 

an additional fee. 

o With the basic service, multi-parcel shipment weighing 101–300 kg, none of the shipment units of which exceed 
the weight or dimensions of a courier package, shall be sent from one loading address to another loading address. 
For the delivery of shipments from the address of location or residence of the Sender to the location or residence 
of the Receiver, a pick-up or additional delivery service can be ordered. 

o Multi-parcel shipment with a total weight of 300 kg or multi-parcel shipment, the net weight of any unit of which 
exceeds 30 kg, shall be delivered from one loading address to another loading address and no indoors pick-up or 

delivery service shall be provided. 

 In-house delivery is an additional service for delivering cumbersome parcels with the net weight of up to 80 kg to 
the interior of the Addressee’s premises. The additional service is available to business customers and requires the 

shipment to be labelled with a special label.  

On the day that the shipment arrives at the post office of the destination, the Post arranges a suitable time of delivery 
with the Addressee. The shipment shall be delivered within six days (except on Sundays and national holidays), from 
Monday to Friday 10.00–19.00 or on Saturdays 10.00–16.00 according to the delivery options of the destination. The 
service is provided in designated areas. 

The additional service can be used in the case of shipments meeting the following requirements: 
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 maximum actual weight of up to 80 kg; 
 volumetric weight of up to 750 kg; 
 the maximum length of a side is up to 3 m; 
 the sum of the circumference of height and the base is up to 7 m. 

The dimensions of the shipment have to enable the safe movement of two couriers inside a building. 

In buildings without an elevator, the shipment shall be delivered only to addresses below the sixth floor. In buildings 
with an elevator, the shipment shall be delivered to addresses as high and higher, provided that two couriers can fit 

inside the elevator with the shipment and the upwards transport of the shipment is safe. 

4. AMENDING THE PRICE LIST AND PRICE FORMATION 

4.1 Payment for the courier service and supplementary services is based on the pricelist established by the Post, which is 
available by direct mail. 

4.2 The Post will notify the public of changes in the fees for the courier service at least thirty (30) calendar days before the 
change in the fee enters into force, unless agreed otherwise. 

4.3 The service user pays for the courier service of Courier Mail Order based on an invoice and pursuant to an agreement 
concluded between the Post and the user (excluding the additional service “Paid by receiver” where payment can be 
made by the Addressee in cash at a post office and to a courier or by bank card to the courier and in a parcel machine). 

4.4 The weight and price of the item will be determined according to the results of the inspection of weight and dimensions 
performed by the Post. 

5. CONTENTS OF COURIER ITEMS 

The conditions are the same as specified in the standard terms and conditions for the Courier Service of the Post. 

6. PLACING AN ORDER 

The conditions are the same as specified in the standard terms and conditions for the Courier Service of the Post with 
the following differences: 

6.1 Orders are placed in the format of electronic preliminary information via e-service or another electronic channel agreed 
with Post. The Sender can hand over courier shipments at all post offices during business days, order a courier to pick 
up the shipments, or assign shipments for assembly and delivery under the warehousing service of the Post. 

7. ACCEPTANCE AND ADDRESSING OF COURIER ITEMS 

The conditions are the same as specified in the standard terms and conditions for the Courier Service of the Post with 
the following differences: 

7.1 To address a courier item, an address card printed from e-service or another format agreed upon with the Post 
containing the required data shall be used. 

8. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR PACKAGING 

8.1 The Sender will choose the shipment packaging. The shipment shall be packaged pursuant to the Packaging and 
Labelling Guide, which is available on Post’s website at omniva.ee. In case of non-compliant packaging, Post has the 
right to refuse accepting the shipment. 

9. DELIVERY OF COURIER ITEMS 

The conditions are the same as specified in the standard terms and conditions for the Courier Service of the Post with 
the following differences: 

9.1 Courier packages that the courier could not deliver will be stored in a parcel machine or at the postal office for 15 
calendar days or within the time period agreed upon with the Sender. Cumbersome parcels are stored for 7 calendar 
days after the arrival of the shipment at the post office of the destination. The items not delivered after the storage 
period will be returned either directly to the Sender or the returned items will be gathered in a division of the Post 
within the agreed time period. 

9.2 The items delivered to the Addressee, which are to be returned at the request of the Sender, will be accepted at all 
post offices. 

9.3 The Post will have the right to charge the Sender a fee for all returned items according to the price list prior agreed 
upon. Upon return of an item, the item must have on it the original address card. Parcels that have been returned or 

http://www.omniva.ee/
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declined by the Addressee will be returned to the Sender by the Post in accordance with the procedure agreed upon by 
the parties. 

10. DOCUMENTS BASED ON WHICH THE COURIER ITEMS WILL BE HANDED OVER 

The conditions are the same as specified in the standard terms and conditions for the Courier Service of the Post. 

11. RESOLUTION OF COMPLAINTS AND PETITIONS 

The conditions are the same as specified in the standard terms and conditions for the Courier Service of the Post. 

12. PROPRIETARY LIABILITY AND COMPENSATION FOR DAMAGE 

The conditions are the same as specified in the standard terms and conditions for the Courier Service of the Post. 


